Spectrotemporal analysis and cochlear hearing impairment: effects of frequency selectivity, temporal resolution, signal frequency, and rate of modulation.
The detection of 500- or 2000-Hz pure-tone signals in unmodulated and modulated noise was investigated in normal-hearing and sensorineural hearing-impaired listeners, as a function of noise bandwidth. Square-wave modulation rates of 15 and 40 Hz were used in the modulated noise conditions. A notched noise measure of frequency selectivity and a gap detection measure of temporal resolution were also obtained on each subject. The modulated noise results indicated a masking release that increased as a function of increasing noise bandwidth, and as a function of decreasing modulation rate for both groups of listeners. However, the improvement of threshold with increasing modulated noise bandwidth was often greatly reduced among the sensorineural hearing-impaired listeners. It was hypothesized that the masking release in modulated noise may be due to several types of processes including across-critical band analysis (CMR), within-critical band analysis, and suppression. Within-band effects appeared to be especially large at the higher frequency region and lower modulation rate. In agreement with previous research, there was a significant correlation between frequency selectivity and masking release in modulated noise. At the 500-Hz region, masking release was correlated more highly with the filter skirt and tail measures than with the filter passband measure. At the 2000-Hz region, masking release was correlated more with the filter passband and skirt measures than with the filter tail measure. The correlation between gap detection and masking release was significant at the 40-Hz modulation rate, but not at the 15-Hz modulation rate. The results of this study suggest that masking release in modulated noise is limited by frequency selectivity at low modulation rates, and by both frequency selectivity and temporal resolution at high modulation rates. However, even when the present measures of frequency selectivity and temporal resolution are both taken into account, significant variance in masking release still remains unaccounted for.